
Checkout!  Our staffers offered up their taste buds to pick the best of over 100 new products. BY NICOLE WITKO

“Made with healthy stuff like chia, 
gluten-free Mary’s Gone Crackers 

Thins ($4.99) compensate for all the 
cheese I eat with them—right?”  

—Charles Grayauskie, Test Kitchen Associate

“I thought avocado on toast  
couldn’t get any better. Then I met 

McCormick Gourmet Crushed 
Chipotle Pepper ($5.99).” 
—Cecily McAndrews, Food Editor

Nate’s Mediterranean Bites ($4.99) 
totally sold me on falafel as an 

appetizer. Love that kick of spice, too.  
—Shay Spence, Editorial Assistant

faves & saves | SUPERMARKET SMARTS

Supermarket Matters
Believe it or not, this radio 
sitcom will make you excited 
to hear about a supermarket 
in Wales. It tells the tale of the 
store and its wacky characters, 
including Whoosh!, a sarcastic 
set of automatic doors. 

Mike and Tom Eat Snacks
Funnymen Michael Ian Black 
and Tom Cavanagh rate junk food 
each week; whether they agree 
(Häagen-Dazs vanilla: thumbs 
up) or disagree (Tom is pro-
Starbursts; Mike is con), you’ll be 
hungry for the next installment. 

Spilled Milk
Each week, food writers Molly 
Wizenberg and Matthew Amster-
Burton tackle a single topic 
(Why are there so many types 
of canned tuna? What’s the 
ideal bacon thickness?), sharing 
laugh-out-loud observations 
and shopping tips.

A feast  
for the ears
These free podcasts, all 
about supermarkets, are 
like running errands 
with your most hilarious 
friends. BY MIKE OLSON

Maple water
VERTICAL WATER

Maple water (or sap) is usually 
boiled down into syrup; bottled 
straight from the tree, though, 
it makes a nutrient-rich, subtly 
sweet sipper. (15 calories per 

8 oz.; $2.99 for 16.9 oz.)

Birch water
SEALAND BIRK

Like maple trees, birches yield 
delicious sap—who knew? 

Birch water packs a hit of iron 
and vitamin C, plus a sweet, 

earthy taste. (50 calories per 
8 oz.; $2.49 for 11.5 oz.)

Cactus water
TRUE NOPAL

Made from pureed and 
strained prickly pear, the fruit 
of the cactus, this tangy pink 

drink is filled with antioxidants. 
(25 calories per 8 oz.;  

$2.99 for 16.9 oz.)

Water, water, everywhere!
Coconut water is getting some competition! Watch for these new  

plant-based thirst-quenchers on your grocery store’s shelves. BY GLORIA DAWSON

Taste the trend

Tech bite
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